
*** NAME AND ADDRESS ***REDACTED 

As a resident in the north of Iver Heath, my comments are mostly confined to that area except where 
wider developments may subsequently also effect this locale. 
 

RE:  THE IVERS NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 2020 – 2036 PRE-SUBMISSION PLAN 
 

Representations re the plan as part of Regulation 14 
 

Page 4 The Foreword. There is much in the introduction that commends the draft plan. Firstly the 
vision for some housing in non-greenbelt land; non-HGV generating employment by 
displacing HGV to sites closer to strategic routes; improving community facilities and 
protecting settlements using the Green Belt.  
The following comments on the pages numbered below strive to confirm and assist  the 
Parish Council’s desire and that of other authorities who may have a more strategic or “top 
down” influence.  
 
It is not lost on the writer that it was the intention of SBDC (2006) to have Iver Heath Fields 
removed from the Green Belt and indeed it is still the policy to have Pinewood Studios 
removed from the Green Belt which, in the light of comments contained on Page 64 (IV17) 
Policy E2 clause i, would seem to me to be of considerable concern. (Change of use) 

 
Page 18 3.15, 3.16, 3.17,3.18 Illustrate how South Bucks is under attack in all directions. If this 
proposal is to mean anything, then such erosion of the benefits of the area must be resisted or mitigated 
with significant Section 106 or appropriate methods. 
 
Page 19 Plan D. Horrified to see that despite all that is being said throughout this neighbourhood 
plan about green spaces and green belt and community facilities, the IVER FIELDS are a Key Potential 
Development Locations in the Parish.      I quote. “NO, NO, NO”.  
 

I understand that, at a recent meeting with councillors and residents associations, our own MP, Joy 
Morrissey, was very vocal about how Green Belt is insufficient protection for our green spaces and that the 
Neighbourhood Plan should include as much emphasis as possible on their future preservation.  

Page 20 77 acres Green Space and Greenbelt being lost? This is a huge loss.  

This plan has been coming a long time (from 2012) and much has happened in that time. Pinewood Studios 
East Site complex and now Phase 3 have done much to change the character of the area and whilst 
planting and other mitigation was / is planned, it really is very difficult to “hide” 46x64mtr buildings, 
21mtrs high with an 3mtr Bund, behind a 2.4mtr high security fence.  

I note under Community Facilities there is a constant request for space (and building presumably) for a 
secondary school, good. Yet the Evreham sports centre is being closed? Doesn’t seem to make sense. 

Page 23 & 27 5.9 Local Gaps WITHIN the Green Belt: if this offers extra protection why is there no 
mention of the Iver Fields? We only have the fields as a barrier between the M25 and us: as a major air and 
noise polluter, we need the fields and trees as a green barrier. In a recent observation the quantity and 
quality of mature Oak trees bordering the Iver Fields and Pinewood Studio land was commented on as 
being unique and only 11.8 miles from Marble Arch. 
 
Page 28 & 29 Policy IV2. Design. I would very much like to see the entrance structure of Pinewood Studios 
have its “wishing well” style sign back; Pinewood should be encouraged to reinstate it. 



Para B. Is most welcome the plan shows Pinewood Green being included but the TEXT does not, please add 
in, also, why is the older and very pretty Pinewood Close not included? 
 
Page 35 & 36 Travel: all good but why, as a major employer, no public bus route incorporates Pinewood 
Studios? I know Pinewood run a very good coach service but how much trouble is it for busses that pass by 
at the TOP of PINEWOOD ROAD to come ½ mile to the Studio entrance as they used to many decades ago? 
Page 37, it should be a condition of their licence If it is proposed to have electric charging points sited in 
public places, I earnestly suggest they have a penalty time limit. London is beginning to find that some 
motorists are selfishly parking all day at charging points, whether because it’s free parking or easy parking, 
either way it’s not fair on others who need to top up urgently. 
 
Page 38 5.31 para 1 “The primary sources of pollution in South Bucks are transport related”. YES it is,  
so please don’t include rules or regulations that enable development that significantly increases the 
volume of ANY sized vehicular traffic. To be mitigated, there is no mitigation when you are living or 
standing on the side of a road when the traffic volume increases.   
Linked to page 40, may I remind planners that generally the SLOWER vehicles move, the HIGHER the 
concentration of particulates and pollution. Traffic in queues being the worst but engine REVS being the 
second. A vehicle travelling at 20MPH is more likely to be revving its engine higher in a higher gear (thus 
more pollution) than a vehicle travelling faster. 20MPH speed limits are usually imposed on safety grounds 
not emissions. TRL research document. 
 
Page 39 & 40 IV8. C: NO development should be allowed that increases traffic because NOTHING can 
offset the emissions. You can plant as many trees as you like but you would need a forest the size of 
Surrey. If you are standing waiting to cross a road, you breathe it in straight away. The tree also absorbs 
pollutants but it takes a lot longer to convert to oxygen. There really is no mitigation for pollution other 
than less of it in the first place or at best maintaining the status quo . Comments also refer to Page 40. 5.40 
Speed 
 
Page 41 IV8 Drawing, why is the public footpath between Pinewood Close and Ashford Road 
highlighted under IV8 Managing traffic Key Location, is it an error? it’s a public footpath, no traffic. 
 
Page 44 IV10. Iver Heath Area. There are no community facilities NORTH of the A412. 
 
Page 47 IV11 5.51. If this is possible then it needs to be a priority. For August 2022 
 
Page 50 IV12. Iver Heath, as already mentioned, there is only one green space North of the A412 
Why are the fields NOT included, being in the Green Belt is NOT enough (re 2006) they need more 
protection. Especially in the light of this very plan identifying them as a POTENTIONAL DEVELOPENT AREA. 
 
Page 64 IV17 Pinewood Studios: I mentioned this already “In addition to the provisions of saved Local 
Plan Policy E2, proposals for development on or re-use of the Pinewood Studios site, as shown on the Policies Maps, 
must demonstrate that the scheme does not result in additional transport. 
 

This paragraph should be engraved in tablets of stone Also Policy E2 para a and i are very important 
clauses in the light of other applications and long term situations that could occur, if our tax laws change 
and the glut of new studios around the UK being built there should be no easy change of use. 
 
Page 72 Landscape Appraisal: Local Gaps and Corridors of Significance. Excellent 
 
Page 75 Item 11 There have been worrying developments in the Heathrden Hall gardens: the 
building of a facility on the West side has eaten away at the grounds and although I may have missed it, I 
cannot remember ever seeing this building in any strategic planning applications from 2008. See pics below 



 
BEFORE 

 

 
AFTER 

 
In conclusion, these are my observations which I submit for your consideration for the final Neighbourhood 
Plan.  
 
My thanks go to all the members who worked to produce the draft and in particular to, now ex councillor, 
Carol Gibson chair of The Ivers Neighbourhood Planning Committee 
 
Kind regards 
 
***REDACTED*** 


